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This module is one of a series of 100 performande-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers. The
competebcies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teachlhg at both the secondary and FAst-
secondary levels of instruction. The (nodules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and apPlication; each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified cornpeten'ty The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or grgups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons.-Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials.

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparatibn programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended tor
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers Furth% information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher/ Education Materials and
Guide to Impienientation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
Professional Development for Vocational Education Mantin-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter -and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revisioh, and refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacber educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and pqst-seoondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement1
Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton, Program Director, Robert E Nortonks-

.

,
sociate Program Director, Gleng. Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also *tended to Knsty Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical AsSistant, and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributions made by forme,' program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these nateri s are also ac-
knowledged Oalvin J. Cotrell directed the voc ional teacher
competency research studies upon which these odukirs ate
based and also directed the curriculum develo ent effort
from 1971-1972. Curtis,R. Finch provided leaders ip for pr....,
program from 19721974
Appreciation is also extended to. all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so genertiusly in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were

.developed bysThe Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri - Columbia Preliminary testing of tht.
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri - Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country
Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College; Colorado State University; Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P.E I , Canada, Oklahoma State University; Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University;
University tiif Arizona, Uqiversity of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University.
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah $tate University'

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through ks.completion. Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupanbnal and Adult Education of the U S. Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553. Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational Education

THE CIAMPI FOR VOCATIONAL ECNICATKNV
Imo Ste., .000 02,0

The Center for Vocational Education's mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning and preparation The Center
fulfills its mission by -

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educatiOnal programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services

tio Conducting leadership development and training
programa

A A
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOB VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Engineering Center

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

The Amencan Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) lei an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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IN ODUCTI -

.
.Simulatron techniques are being used more and

'More often in classrooms as Students and
teachers both become increasingly aware of the
need for realism in edubation. Simulation has
be4n defined in Many different ways. In this mod-
ule, simulation will be defined as the creation of a
realistic environment using lifelike problem-
solving activities which are related to present or
future reel occupational experiences. Numerous
types of simulation techniques such as in-basket,
equipment, case study, gaming, and role-playing
can be included under this definition. Since role-
playing is so frequently used in the classroom, it is
given special emphasis in this module.

Not only are there many different types of simu-
lation, but each type may be used in a variety of

ways in the various occupational specialties.
Simulation techniques can be used to involve stu-
dents in the decision-making and problem-solving
situations they are likely to encounter in the real
world (e.g.7.dealing with employei-employee rela-
tions). Students' experiences on the job can, be
decidedly easier if they have had the opportunity,

'through simulation experiences, to test their skill
first in a classroom or laboratory setting where the
consequences of failure are less threatening.

This module-is designed to give you skill in using
simulaticA techniques in teaching to help your
students meet lesson obje.ctives and gain the
competencies they need to prepare fdr the real
world of work.

I
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ABOUT` THIS MODULE

Objectives
Terminal -0.blectPe: In an actual school situation; em-
ploy simulation techniques. Your performance will be

.assesied by your resource person, using the Teaoher
Perfom,abce Assessment Form, pp. 59-60. (Learning
ExpedOnce III).

Enabling Obiectives:
1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the various types of simulation tech-
niques and the characteristics of eactf(Learning Ex-
perience I)

2. For simulated situations, use or critique the use of
simulation techniques (Learning Experience II)

3. For simulated classroom situations, use or critique/
describe ,he use of role-playing techniques (Learn
in' Experrence Ill)

Prerequisites
To complete this module, you must have competency

in developing a Jesson plan If you do not alread9 have
this competency, meet with your resource person to

< determine what method you will use to gain this skill
One optiorvs to complete the information and practice
activities in.lhe following module . ti

Develop a Lessortan, Module B-4

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement

those contained within the module follows Check with
your resource person (1) to determine the availability
and thst location of these resources, (2) to locate addi-
tional references in your occupational specialty, and (3)
to get assistance in setting up activities with peers or
observations of skilled teachers, if necessary Your re-
source person may ,also be contacted if you have any
difficulty with directions, or in assessing your progress
at any time

. Learning Experience I
Optional

Reference Hanson, Garth A and Charles E Parker,
"Simulated Work Experiences for Prospective
Business Teachers National Business Education
Quarterly 38 (December 1969) 25-33

- Reference McClelland, William A "Simulation
Can It Benefit Vocational Education7" American
Vocational Journal 45 (September 1970) 23-25
Reference Persons, Edgar "It's an Old Game in
Vocational Agriculture American Vocational
Journal 45 (September 1970) 34-36
Reference 'Resnick, Harold S "Simulating the Cor-
porate Structure A Learning Game for Industrial
Education American Vocational Journal 45 (Sep-
tember 1970) 37-39 .

Reference Illinois Teacher 15 (Septem -Oct0-
ber 1971)

4

Locally-produced videotapes of teachers using
simulation techniques which you can view for the
purpose of critiquing the performance of thoge
teadvrs.
Videotape equipment for viewing videotaped pre-
sentations involving the use of simulation tech-
niques.

Learning Experience II
Required

Simulation mate9els, either commercially prepared
1 or develriped by you, to use in conducting a simulk
tion experience
1-5 peers to role -play students with whoa] you are
conducting a simulation experience, and to critique
your performance in conduCting this activity If
peers are unavailable, an alternate activp has been
provided

Learning Experience III
Required

Role-playing materials, either commercially pre-
pared or developed by you, to use in conducting a
role-playing experience
2-5 peers to role -play students with whom you are
conducting a rolezplaying experience, and to
critique-your performance in conducting this activ-
ity If peers are unavailable, an alternate activity has
been provided

Qptional
Reference Clark, Lenard H and Irving S Starr.
Setondary School Teaching Methods. Second Edi-
tion New York, NY Macmillan Company, 1967
Reference Hoover, K H Learning and Teaching in
the Secondary School Boston, MA Allyn and Ba-
con, Inc , 1972
Reference' Maier, Norman R F Allen R Solem, and
Niesha A Maier The Role-Play Technique A Hand-
book for Management jand Leadership Practice
LaJolla, CA University Associates, Inc , 1975

Learning Experience IV
Required

An actual school situation in which you can employ
117iulation techniques
A resource person tp assess your competency in
employing simulation techniques

This module covers performance element numbers 85, 99 from Calvin J
Cofrell of al , Model Curricula or Vocational and Technical Educritron
Report No V (Columbus, OH The Center for Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements m this document fOftn the
repearch base for all The Center's PBTE module development

For information about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for thou' use, and terminology which is common to all 100
modules, see About Using The'Center s PBTE Modules on the inside
back cover



Learning Eperience I A

OVERVIEW /

'Active

Optidnal .
%Activity

I Optio al
Activity a

Activity

Atter completing the required reading, dembnstrate knowledge of the
various types of simulation techniques and the characteristics of eacti.

You will be reading the information sheet, Employing Simulation Tech-
niques, pp. 6-10:

. .

You may wish to read the supplementary references, Hanson and Paiker,
"Simulated Work Experiences for Prospective Busin Teachers," Na-
tional Business Education Quarterly, pp. 25-33; McC lland, "Simula-
tion. -Can i3.-Benefit Vocational Education?" American atiopal Jour-
nal, pp. 23-25; Persons, "It's an Old Game in Vocational Agriculture,"
American Vocational Journal, pp. 34-36; Resnick, "Simulating the Cqrpo-
rate Structure: A Learning Game for Industrial Education," American Vo-
cational Journal, pp. 37-39; and /or the ehti1e September-October 1971
issue of the Illinois Teacher.

i ,
You ay wish td view locally-produced videotapes of teachers usirig simti-
I n techniques in the claSsroom or labdratory, and to critique the per-
formance of those teachers. f -

You vi be demonstrating knowledge of the types of utetion tech-.
niques and.the characteristics of each by completing the Self-Check, pp.
1213.

t F

,

You will be evaluating yourxompeiency by comparing your completed
Self-Check with the Model Answers, p. 15.

a
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For information on the various types of simulation techniques, their
characteristics and classroom uses, read the following information sheet:

EMPLOYING SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
SimulatiOn techniques are gning increased

popularity in the classroom as a ?Mans of prepar-
ing students to function effectively in their cnosen
occupations. The' advantages of simulation are
many and the disadvantages few. Simulation is
often more effective than other methods of instrou-
tion in gaining the interest of students and in
motivating them Jo become more involved with
learning activities. Some o1 the other advantages
of simulation are that it
_

provides a degee of realism and immediacy
which is often lacking in the presentation or
discussion of ideas
allows students to experiment in a safe, sim-
plified, and realistic environment with tnini-
mal fear of failure
permits students toget feedback on their per-
formance in a non-threatening situation

, affords a realistic experience at a cost which
is generally less than that involved in an actual
experi2nce
offers short-term experiences and feedback
in what are often long-term processes in the
real world
presents a conflict situation which can in-
volve the student more actively in the learning
process than other instructional techniques
such as the illustrated talk
allows the student some control over events
in the situation
allows the students to assume and experience
other roles 41

controls the situation and structures it so it
may be handled
emphasizes team learning and student in-
teraction;
combines cognitive, bffective, andpsychomo-
tor learning
provides immediate feedback to students

In simulation, experiences, theory and practice
come together naturally Instead of simply reading
or hearing about the need to set priorities students
can, in a simulated office situation, actually ex-
perlence-this need. Furthermore, they can prac-
tice responding to a variety of tasks as they would
be expected to respond in the real work world.

Decision-making (such-as that required in the set-
ting of priorities) is encouraged through simula-
tions, and decision- making is at the core of mean-
ingful learning. Critical thinking habits, attitudes,
snd knowledge of facts may be developed through
imulation.

ar-4

imilimimmi
Simulation techniques are effective in so many

teaching-learning situations that every vocational
teacher should be competent in using the tech-
niques. The effective use of simulation techniques
requires that (1) before a simulation technique is
used, the performance objective(s) be made clear
tome students; i.e., they must know the purpose,of
the experience; (2) the students be oriented to the
experience; and (3) a follow-up discussion be held%
at the close of the simulation experience to rein-
force key concepts and evaluate whether the ob-
jectives have been attained.

Although commergially developed or teacher-
made simulation materials Can be very effective,



there are several advantages to having students
formulate and develop their own simulations.

nerally, the student-designed experiences will
red automatically to the right level of

difficulty. If they aren't, students can easily re-
design them.

Self-designed sienulations let students focus on
,the new behaviors to be learned, rather than on the
rules for participating in a simulation designed by

Types of SimMation

someone else Learning may also take place while
the students are analyzing the situation in order to
be able to develop a simulation Student goals and
interests remain the central focus of the simula-
tion. Studentlileveloped simulations are usually
shorter and cost very 'little However, a consider-
able amount of time is required for their develop-
ment

In-Basket
The in-basket technique gets its name from the

materials which are its key element The technique
is basically a decision-making exercise structured
around a real world situation Participants assume
the role ordecision-makersnd reacito materials
provided to them, such as letters, memoranda, and
other papers which can be found in the incoming
mail or in-basket This techRique focuses on a
student's,
ability to set
priorities
and carry out
tasks.

An ex-
ample of an
int-basket
expenence
might be that
of a basket
placed on a'
"secretary's'
desk con-
taining (1) a
letter to be
typed for the supervisor within the hour, (2) a
memo to be sent to an associate cancelling a
tuncheon appointment, and (3) a request that the
:secretar," make dinner reservations for the
supervisor and a client The "secretary" in the
simulation experience would be requested to de-
cide the order in which the tasks should be com-
pleted and perform the tasks required At any time
during the experience, additional items (e g , a

phone call urgently requesting some important
information) could be placed in the in-basket to
cause the "secretary" to need to adjust priorities

The in-basket technique provides a meaningful
situation which requires thp budgeting of time and
setting of priorities for the performance of tasks It
also requires the demonstration of the skills in- Malfunction simulators have relatively compli-
volved in carrying out the tasks (e g , typing) cated computerized' consoles whit i9 allow stu-
Feedback from the teacher and other participants, dents to simulate performing a re#eir task By

\ Az.

allows the student to know exactly haw well
he/she is doing

Equipment
This type of simulation is useful when instruct-

ing vocational students.who will work with equip-
ment in the real world Many times it is impossible
to hpve the actual equipment in the vocational
laboratory because of space, cost, or danger
However, with some type of simulator, the student
can acquire the next best experience The design
of a (simulator must allow the operation 'to be per-
formed in the same way it would be in real life, but
without extra features that might interfere with the
basic learnings The simulator must be designed
so that the user has essential controls to manipu-
late just as he/she would in re& life

For example, a driving simulator allows the user
to react to
realistic
conditions
which
he/she might
encounter in
actual traffic
Feedback
must be pro-
vided, so that
the student
can evaluate
his/her re-
sponses and
not continue
td make the
same mistakes. Use of skills not central to the
experience aredeliberately omitted Thus, the driv-
ing simulator does not require the user to close the
car door, stop at a gas station, park in the garage,
etc

^Ns.
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pressing buttons, students can attempt to locate
the malfunction in a piece of equipment'. The eom-
puter then feeds backfinforthation describing the
resultsof the student's action.

Another more complex example of simulation
involving equipment is that of a completely simu-
lated auto repair shop in which students wock on
actual-cars under the supervision of their teacher.
In this simulated situation, not only dot he students
learn to repair cars, but they also learn how to
operate an auto repair shop.

Case Study
Case studies provide a description df a realistic

problem situation. The student then considers dsan

solVes the problem as if hetshe were involved Oar-
sonally in tht case. The teacher can either give the
class or an individual student a case situation, or
guide the student(s) in developing it themselves.
The case must appeal to students as being chal
lenging, worthy of solution, and possible to solve
It must be something familiar to the students, so
that they have a background of experiences to 'Ise
in workingtoward a solution. It must be stated
ipterestingly enough to gain attention, but be
pihrased in language suitable to students' level of
understanding. Of course, it must be-related to the
lesson objectiyes.

One way to add interest and depth to the learn-
ing experience is to have several students work on
the case study. Then as a folloW-up, you can lead
them in a discussion of their solutions. An example
of a case study follows.

John Jones is a salesman who works on a commis-
sion basis for a shoe store He has formeda friendship
with another salesman, Joe Smith Store( policy has
been that salespeopie.will take turns waiqng on cus-
tomers. John's friend, Joe, has started taking all the
customers by greeting them es they walk into the
store whether it is his turn or 06t What would you do if

*you were John and needed the commission, but did
not want to lose Joe's friendship?

I

.(Students could work on this caseindhldually, then
meet for a discussion of their solutions. This would
not only be a gbod basis for an interesting discus7
aion, but would help them to see other pointS of
view and explore solutions other than their own.

Gaming
Gaming is a type of simulation designed to bring

about learning as a natural by-product of the
problem - solving actions of a game..The aim is to
mix cobperation and competition; as games do,
within the leamin situation. Gamesare stimulat-
ing and include at deal of involvement. The
consequences of 'students' moves (decisions)
arelimmediately apparent to ftudents and teacher.
Games involve actual behavior, rather than
hypothetical verbal intentions or solutions. '1

Many games have been developed by commer-
cial firms, such as Life Career," "Consumer," and
"Ghetto." However, games may be developed by
the individual teacher or by the students them-
selves. In fact,. the process of developing a game
may prove to be more of a learning experience for
the students than the actual playing of the game. In
the prftess of development, they have to look at
all aspects of the situation.

Self-made games may fit student needs and be
based more on the learning objectives than those
purchased. For example, a homemaking and con-
sumer education teacher could develop (or have
students develop) a game to teach the concepts of
nutrition. It could be either a board or card game
with the various elements of nutrition involved,
designed to instruct students how to choose foods
wisely for optimum nutrition

Role-Playitig
Role-playing is an "acting out" of a situation,

problem, or incident which is of concern. For bx-
ample, in a job training class, conflict situations
concerning customer relations could be worked
out through role-playing. lb this technique, par-
ticipants assume a role in a serious effort to think
and act as a designated character would be likely
to do in a given situation. It is especially effective
with small groups and should always be set within
a framework of group participation for discussion
and analysis. The audience can learn as much
from observing anq evaluating as those involved in
the actual role-playing.

Role-playing is an unrehearsed dramatization in
which the players attempt to makes situation clear
to themselves and to the audience by playing the
roles of participants in the situation. To attain this
purpose, the playing of the roles must be kept
close to the reality of the situation, but still allow

8 9
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the players to react freely and spontaneously. The
kind of role-playing most often used in schools

-, deals with-understanding social situations, and is
thus called "sociodrama."

Role-playing is not a magic technique by which
all teaching problems can be solved. It is an impor-
tant technique which requires skill to use properly
so as not to produce harmfuj effects instead Cif the
desired outcomes. When used properly, -role-
playing can

stimulate interest and participation in class
japvide a kind of laboratory in which roles can
be examined and experimented with in situa-
tiona where a semblance of reality exists
give insight into the roles a person plays in
real Ijfe and how effectively one plays those
rotes
teach students to perform new roles and, thus
adjust more adequately to the groups of
which they are a part
provide examples of behavior which can be
more effective than merely talking about the
situation
help develop clearer communication, for it is
sometimes easier to "act out" a situation than
to put it into words
help students to have a more sympathetic at-
titude toward others and to understand their
points of view

help students learn to express themselves
acquaint students with problems and pos-

1 sible solutions
provide a means of extending emotional in-
sights among gFoup members and betweep
groups
demonstrate in advance how students will
probably react under certain real conditions

e

The following steps should be considered in in-
volving students in a role- playing experience.

1. Prepare the students for the experience by
familiarizing them with a problem situation
they can relife to.

2. Discuss the situation and help students see
the problem involved

3. Orient students to the role-playing technique
and define their roles thoroughly.

4. Call.for volunteets and select the participants
to act out the roles. ss

5. Give the participants a short preparation time
(10 to 15 mins.) to think,through the problem,
and the stand they will take. Give each par-
ticipant a name card beaid in identification of
the role.

6. Prepare the observers by having each select
a character or two to follow4ater, they can
see whether they agree with how the roles are
interpreted and presented,

7. Proceed with the rule- playing until the par-

Pt
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tioipants have had time to make their posi-
tions known. ,Then, stop while the interest is
still high. The atnoupt of time ail vary with
the situation, but usually 5 to 15 minutes are

I required.

8. Follow,-up the role-playing experience with a
carefully guided discussion. The follow-up
activities you select will depend upon the ob-
jectives". but the following procedures are
frequently used:

Ask participants how they felt when cer-
tain things occurred. Ask the observers
how they would have felt in that situation.
Ask characters why they acted as they did
in specific situations, arid pose the same
question to the observers.
Ask what they learned-from the role-play

- and how it relates to how they would be-
have on the job.
Ask for suggestions for alternative be-
havior) in the situation
Summarize the learning expkence.

9. Repeat the role-play with different students if
students are still ifiterested.

Certain precautions should be observed in a
.

role - playing activity as folftws:
An individual should not portray a role involv-
ing his/her own personal problems. This can
be painful and harmful.
When analyzing a role-playing .situation,
speak of the role, not the students playing the
role. In other words,say "the sec retary,should
not have .. ," rather than, "John should not
have .. .

Use volunteers only, irpossible
Do not select a situation that might embarrass
persont in the group.
Discourage students from "hamthing it bp" in
the portrayal of roles.
14tegrate the 'role-playigg session into the
total lessni it should not be just a time-filler.
Help stude-nts leave the simulated experi-
ence%vith a feeling that there may be more
than one answer to a problem.
Do not rush the follow-up discussion, for this
is an important period of learning.

Role-playinis a simple, but effective, technique
for teaching the basic concepts of human rela-
tions-for gaining insight into why inclividas re-
spond the way they do in various situations. Role-
playing can allow students to, look at their own
actions more objectively. As observers, they can
perceive themselves in a role being played, feel
how they would feel if treated that way. During the
discussion period, they can hear how others feel
about the behavior. Anyvcriticism is directed to-,

r

ward a character in a role, and -not toward an'
individual.

Role-playing also teaches the important skill of
putting yourself in the other person's shoes in
order to understand how he/she willreect in a
particular situation and whyy. Thus, it is an impor-
tant toot in helping students learn to get along with
other people.

Role-playing is an effective way to test alterna-
tive methods of working in a group or handling a
situation. Role-playing can be fun for those who
observe as well as for those who participate, an,c1

can, therefore, often stimulate interest. It is a tech-
nique combining effectiye learning with an enjoy-
able experience.

Role-playing has three forms: role reversal,
character role-playing, and position role-playing.
In role-reversal, group members assume the roles
of other persons with whom they must interact;
e.g., the student becomes a parent. This provides a
way to get the other person's point of view

In character roleffilailng, the participant be-
comes s specific person and acts as he thinks that
character would act in'that particular situation;
e.g., the "actar" becqmes Mr. Jones, Personnel
Masnager of Doaks Depaftment Store.

Position role-playing is like character role-
, playing, except the facts about the person are not
given. Thus, one is free to play the role as he/she
interprets it; e.g., the actor plays the part of store
manager, rathertharra particular store manager.

The topics for role-pJaying situations are as
broad as the area of human relations Ad prob-
lems. Problem situa-
tions are found in the
home among family
members; in the
school among
teachers, pupils, and
administrators; and
on the job between
employers and em-
ployees or between
salespeople and cus-
tomers. Role-playing
can be as simple as a
parent trying to get a
son or daughter up in
the morning or 8s.
complex as a legisla-
tive committee deal-
ing With a budget
problem.
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,-) For further information-on the types of simulation techn qt.(es used in-. :'
: 1 )

10
, ' 0

' _.,...: ' - r ' flirious'serviipe 'areas, you mai, wish to read Hansdn andVarker, "Sim/
%'" , ,. ": - 'toted Work Experiences for Prospective Businesi-Teachere," National'

'. p,,' 'beeiriess Education Quarterly, pp.-259-33; MCCIelland, "Simulationk-Can
it4tenefit Vocational Education,?" American 'VoCatiOnal' Journal, pp., ...

.4,06725',-Persona, "It's an Old Game in VocatiOnal Agriculture,". Airieetican
-s': . Vocational Journal, pp. 34-36; Resnick, "Sfniulating the Corpora; Struc-

ture: A Learning Game-Tor Industrial Education,' American Vodatlonal
Journal, pp. 37-39; and/or the entire September-October 1971 issue the
Illinois Teacher.

,.

r ,

4' Your institution may have available videotapes showing examples of

1 :Optional
teachers using a.variety of simulation techniques: If so, you may wish to
view one or more of these videotapes. You might also choose to critique

Activity thg performance of each teacher in ernploying simulation techniques,
the criteria provided in this module, or Critique forms,or checklists

%110 provided by your resource person. .
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SELF-CHECK

o

I

The following items, check Your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Employing Simulation Techniques, pp? 6-10. Each
item describes how a particular teacher made use of a simulation tech-
nique. After reading each item, Identify the type of simulation technique
being used and describe its key characteristics in the space folloWing the
item.

1. Ms. Ryckmarl decided to help her
learn the concepts inxolved in money_
agement through involvement in,e(si
experience. Rather than plan and deve
experience herself, she enlisted the slid of the
students. They became quite interested in the
development of the simulationa* decision-
making activity about money management. It
war$ planned so that those involved in the
simulation used cards providing different
Decision- making situations. Feedback wits
provided as they proceeded with the activity.
NM only was the experience fun, but it proved
to be quite effective in involving students ac-
tively in the learning process.

2 Mr. garsley found that several students in his
last were experiencing difficulty in diagnos-

ing problems in the small engines they were tb
repair. One of-Mr. Parsley's friends had given
him a motorcycle/engine that was still in his
basement at htime..1-le spent a few hours one
rainy weekend incorporating the'engine into a .
simulation activity which helped students
diagnose problems and gave them instant
feedback as to whether their diagnosis was cor-
rect.

4tv
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3. Mr. Fargen, the agriculture teacher, devised a
simulation experience to, aid his students in
learning the concepts of latm management. In
a packet of materials, Mr. Fargen included rec-
ords,-bills, a tapteof some phone calls, memos,
etc. that might be part of a farm manager's
experiences. Atsb invplyed were procedural in-
structiong and a planning sheet for use as the
students procecided through the experience..

4 After' a few students worked ttiroUgh the ex-
"perience, they met in a small group to discuss
how each had performed the activities in thel
experience. tt

-11

4

4. The students in Ms Conner's distributive edu-
cation class were experiencing difficulty deal-
ing with situations Involving customer. rela-
tions Ms. Conner deckled to use a simulation .

technique to involve students,and provide them
with a common basis for discosion. She wrote
several short Itoriss about conflict situations
involving sales personnel and customers. Ms.
Conner gave a story to the students to solve,
indjvidually; then they discussed their pro-

, poSed solutions.

5 Mr Page wanted his business and office educa-
tion students to have some rial world experi-
ences involving supervisor-employee situa-
tions However, he felt that 4hey weren't ready
for the actual experiences yet as it would bp too
threatening for them. In preparation for the real
world experiences, Mr.,Page decided to use a

"simulation experience As a result of viewing a
film, the students were stimulated to plan some
situations and then act them out to get the feel,
of the real situation Those not involved as ac-
tors served as observers and evaluators of the
activity

1
13

ti
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Compare yOut written responses on the Self -Check with the Model An-
swers given below. Your identification of the types of simulatiop tech-
niques should exactly duplicate the model responses; yourdescriptions of
the key characteristics of each type should closely match the model re-
sponses.

MODEL ANSWERS
1. Gaming Simulation

Prglilem-solving activity.
0Mbines cooperation and competition.
Student moves (decisions) are immediaVy
knowK, arid` consequences serve as feed-
back.
May:be purchased commercially, or de-
velopecky teacher or students.

2. Equipment Simulation,
Simulated equipment must be realistic, i e ,
includirsame parts for manipulation as the
real thing and not be, obsolete.
Extraneous details of the equipment or pro-
cedure may be omitted.
Usually less expensive than the real equip-
ment
Many times less dangerous than the reat

t'equiprient.
Feedback must be provided either by the
machine, by materials, or by the resource
person.

3. In-Baiket Simulation N

Includes activb involvement in a mock Situa-,
tion.
Decision - making process involving the set-

,ting of Rrionties

Tests student's ability to perform tasks and
carry through on procedures.
Includes memos, letter, phone calls, etc., that
would Normally come to a person in that
specific position
Feedback is provided as student carries
through on the simulation and in folloW-up
discussion.

4. Case Study Simulation
Problem-solving technique in which a story
of-conflict situation is presented.

. Students (usually individually) seek solutions
, to the problem situation.
.2,edback is provided through a follow-up
discussion.
Provides a common basis for disCussion

.5 Role-Playing SiMulation
Volunteer students'act out situations to learn
hoviLthey may respond in the real world.
Those not portraying roles serve as observers
of the role? being played
Criticism must be of role, not the player, so as
not to cause embarrassment to students.
Feedback is provided through follow-up dish
cussion involving both actors and observers

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your identification of the techniques shouicl have exactly duplic4ted the
model responses': your description of key characteristics should have covered the same majorpoints as
the model responses. If you missed some points, or have questionssibcoeVany additional points you
made, review the material in t information sheet, Employing Simukatipri. Techniques, pp-6-10, or
check with your resource persdn if necessary.

.
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Learning Expedience H.

OVERVIEW -

For simulated classroom situations, use Or critique the use of simulation
techniques.

$

NOTE: The next six activities involve role- playing with peers. if peers are
not avaifable to you, proceed directly to the explanation of thealtemate
activity which follows.

-
You will be'selecting a student performance objective inyour occupational
specialty !hit lender itself to using a simulation technique (othy than
role - playing) to aid students in achieving the objective.

/
I

You will be planbing a simulation experience to aid students in achieving
the-selected objectives using the Simulation Planning Guide, p. 19. s-

You will be locating,existing simulation materials, or developingyo gown.

J.

lou will be conducting the simulation* experience oath a group of peat.

15.1a%\.
,

/Optional, ' you inay,wish to plan and conduct additional experiences using different,
VActivity. ,types of simulation techniques.

44
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Your competEincy in conducting a simulation experience will be evaluated
by your peers, using the Simulation-Checklist; pp. 21-29.

1
''

0 .
, 1 .

' i I,- A , -
You will bfreading the Case Studies,. pp. 3134 and writing critiques of the
rielloimance 9f the teachers described'

.., . ,

Yob will be evaluating.your competency in critiquing the teachers' perfor-
mance lin using iimulatipn 'techniques by comparing your completed
critiques With the Model Critiques, pp. 35-36.

.11
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it
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Activity

t
MOTE: The next six activities involve role playing with peers. If 'Seers are
not available to you, turn to p. 31. for an sxplanation of-the alternative
activity.

Select a student performance objeCtivel in your occupational specialty
which could be achieved, at'least partially, by employing a simulation
,technique otherthan role-playing. (In a real world situatibn, you start with
an objective and then select the most appropriate materials and/or,tetich-
ing methods. -In this practice. situation, howeve, you need to select an,.
objective, that lends itself to using simulation technique other than
role-playing.)

. .
Use the Simulation Planhing Guide below, or a plan suggested by your
resource person, to guide your planning of the simulation experience.
Remember, however, that this plan covers only the simulation experience;
it is not a total lesson plan.

SIMULATION PLANNING GUIDE
1. ,Student performance objective(s)

2. Concepts to be covered:

a.

b

3. Type of simulation to be employed

4. Roles to be portrayed.

a. c

b.

'5. Materials and,equipment needed.
.

a

b

a

d 1

6. Total time allocated No of students involved

7. Conducting the simulation-, -
a. Setting the stage

b. Procedure

c. Follolk-up

4

1

1
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Optional
%Activity,

V.`

I

Locate existing simulation materials for the technique you chose (either
commercially prepared, or materials developed by another teacher), or
develop your own materials if existing materials are not appropriate for the
objective you selected.

In a *simulated classroom or laboratory situation, 'conduct the simulation
experience with a group of 1-5 peers. These peers will serve two functions:
(1) they will role-play .the students with whom you' are conducting the
simulation experience, and (2) they will evaluate your performance.

To gain practice in using a variety of simulation techniques, you may wish .
to plan and conduct more than one-type -of situlation experience It is
highly recommended that yOu plan and conduct at least one or two
additional simulation experiences if possible.

Multiple copies of the SiMulation Checklist are provided in this learning
experience. Give a copy to each peer before conducting the experience in
order to ensure that'each knows what to look for in your performance.
However, indicate that during the simulation experience, ail attention is to
be directed toward the activity, and that the checklists are to be completed
after the activity is finished.

20
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SIMULATION 'CHECKLIST

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing

an X in the appropriate.box underthe LEVEL OF PEOORMANCE heading.
If, becaUse of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

3.

LEVEL Of PERFORMANCE

<1.
4). ge

. In conducting the simulation experience, the teachir:
,1. exiiilained the student performance objective(s) to be achieved

through the simulation experience 11 El El
2. used a realistic simulation situation , .

3. oriented you to the simulation expernence ID.-

4. clarified your roles or involvement in the simulation activity

5. provided a simulation experience suited to your needs, interest's, and

abilities ... .. El El
6. served as a resource person throughout the simulation experience an
7. provided materials for the simulation to aid you in meeting the objec- II El. ETfives .......... . . . . . .

8. involved you in a follow-up discussion and evaldation at the close of
the' simulation eNperience 11 ED

9. reinforced the major concepts involved in the simulation experience
during the follow-up .

El El

Irk
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, orN/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or

PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities

. the teacher needs to complete 4n order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

21 /
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SIMULATION CHECKLIST

ti

Direct Sons: Indicate the level of the teacjier's accomplishment by plaCing
ran X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.

if, because of special circumstances, a performance componeht was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

RINIOter.4 Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In conducting the simulation experience, the teacher:
1. explained the student performance objective(s) to be achieved

through the simulation experience El I: II
2. used a realistic simulation situation . . El
3. oriented you to the simulation experience . 1=1 1=1

4., clarified your roles or involvement in the simulation activity

5. provided a simulation experience suited to your needs, interests, and
abilities 1=1 E] El

EJCICIQ. served as a resource person throughout the simulation experience CI

7. provided _materials for the simulation to aid you in meetingihe objec-
CIfives

8. involved you in a follow-up discussion and evaluation at the cipse of
1=1the simulation experience .. . .....

9. reinforced the major concepts involved in the simulation experience
CIduring the follow-up . . ......

6.*

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order, to reach competency in the weak area(s).

23
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SIMULATION CHECKLIST .
,

DInicilone: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OFPERFORMANPE heading. Date

f. If, because of special circumstances, a perfotmance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, piece an -X 'in the N/A Box. - . Flam,ti..

.

v

,'

IL

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

I. if ,2 , 4 lc

In conducting the simulation experience, the teacher:
1. explained the student performance objective(s) to be achieved

through the simulation experience .

2. used a realistic simulation 4tuation El EI
3. oriented ylto the simulation experience , Et
4. clarified your roles or involvement in the simulation activity . ,1

5. provided a simulation experience suited to your needs, interests, and Elabilities . ,

6. served as a resource person throughout the simulatiort experience El
7. provided materials for the simulation to aid you ih meeting the objec- rj--ono

tives

8. involved you in a follow-up discussion and evaluation at the close of El ,11the simulation experience ..

, 9. reinforced the major:concepts involved in the simulation experience
during the follow-up II ID D

.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items niust receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).





SIMULATION -CHECKLIST

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.

If, because of special ci umstancesPa performance component was not
applicable, or a to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

r

/,
Name

Date

Resource Person

4 LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

0 447

In conducting the simulation experience, the teacher:
1. explained the1/4 student performance objective(s) to be achieved

through the simulation experience

2. used a realistic simulation, situation 'El .0
t

3. oriented you to the simulation experience 0 ..,0 0 El
4. .clarified your roles or involvement in the simulation activity CI . -El

/. ,

5. provided a simulation experience suited to your needs, interests, and
abilities CI CI CI'

6. served as a resource person throughout the simulation experience CI CI 0 pa
7. provided materials for the simulation to lid you in meeting the objec-

tives

8. involved you in a followaup discussion *id evaluation at the close of 11
the simulation experieirce

9. reinforced the major concepts involved in the simulation experience
during the follow-up El m

LEVEL9F PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource persdrt should meet to determine what additional activities
the-teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

#0
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SIMULATION CHECKLIST
V.

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishmerii by placing

,an X in the appropriate box Under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. -4Olop

if, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not

applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box. %own pow

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

0
44t 4(

In cond g simulation experience, the teacher:

11 -En4. explained the student performance objeCtive(s) to be achieved
thaough tlie simulation experience

2. ustld a realistic simulation situatipn DE
3. oriented you to the simulation experience 1:11111
4. clarified your roles or involvement in the simulation activity CI On 0
5. provided i simulation experience suited to your needs, interests, and

abilities

6. served as a resource person throughout the simulation experience 1111
7. provided materials for the simulation to aid you in Meeting the objec- 1:1 DEtives

8. involved you in a follow-up discussion and evaluation at the close of
..the simulation experience CIE El

9. reinforced the major concepts involved in thesimulation experience
during the follow-up

LEVEL OF !PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or

PARTIAL response, the teacher and resourceperson should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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The following Ca,Se Studies describe how four vocational teachers
planned and condudted a variety of simulation experiences with their
stddentl. Read each of the case studies, and then explain in writing (1) the
strengths of the teacher's approach, (2) the weaknesses of the teacher's
approach,.and (3) tiow theteacher should have conducted the experience.

CASE STUDIES

Case Study 1: The Case Study
The school'year Was about to end, and students

seemed -restless and boiled as they began to look
frwand Ja summer vacation Ms. Gordon knew
that several of her distributivesducation students
Were looking for summer jobs and would be hav-
ing job Interviews with employers. Thd class had
discussed interviews, but by the questions asked,
shef!ifelt the students would be unsure of them-
selves in interview situations.

Ms. Gordon had an idea. Instead of simply dis-
ssing interview techniques again in crass, she

would try to use some case study 'situations She
spent considerable time one evening preparing a
long, involved oase study with several complex
conflict' situations. "There," she thought, that
should keep those kids occupied fqr the class

' period." -

At the beginning of Cass the next day, Ms GOr-
,

dorrhanded out copies of the case study and told

the students to work out their solutions to the
problems. She didn't want to waste time with a lot
of explanation because she thought it Wbuld take
all their time just working out the solutions.

The students worked on the case study for about
15 minutes. Then, they began to grow restless and
whisper arieg themselves. Ms. Gordon couldn't
understand how they could be finished so quickly
The diScuns grew louder, but' even though
they seer$Wo involve job interview techniques,

Vs. Gordon was irritated. She wanted the students
To write out4he solutions to the case' tudy she had
worked so hard to develop. In fact, Ms. Gordon
was so disturbed that she gave the students a
pop-quiz over interview techniqueS. Furthermore,
she indicated that the -t uig would count for their
entire week's gr?de

31
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Case Study 2: Equipment Simulation
When Mr. Gilmore took the position as agricul-

ture teacher at Hilltop High School,' he noticed
several pieces of equipment locked in a storage

< roqrn in the farm machinery building. While Put-
tingewme other pieces of eqUipment into the stor-
age area, ME Gilmore decided to investigate just
what was there. One of his finds was a small tractor
engine. Anklea came to him as he explored ways
to use the engine.

Mr. Gilmore was in the process of developing a
unit on farm machinery repair and maintenance.
He planned to teach the unit in late.winter so stu-
dents could get their equipment in good condition
before the heavy work season began in the. spring.

The FFA members had been searching for a
special.project, so Mr. Gilmore thoughtabout put-
ting their talents to work in a learning situation. He
approached them with the idea of building an
equiponent,simulatbr using the tractor engine The
members were r to get started. They worked
diligently, spendin extra time on the project.

A

By late winter when the unit on farm machinery
repair and maintenance was to be taught, the
equipment simulator was' complete. They had
been very creative in their work, using many library'
materials and asking Mr. Gilmore for assistance
whep needed. Two members, especially interested
iraviriting, developed a manual for the simulator.
Special recognition was given to the members in-
volved in the project at one of the FFA meetings.

In teaching with the simulator, Mr. Gilmore
oriented the class to its operation by miring two of
the inventors and developers to explain both it and
the manual. Mr. Gilmore then worked with small
groups to see that they understood the procedures
to follow. Students were encouraged to use the
simulator in practicing the diagnosis Of engine
problems and in making the repairs needed. They
received instant feedback mechanically from the
machine as tq whether their response was accu-
rate or inaccuiate

32
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Case Study 4: Gaming
The students* in Ms. David's homemaking and

consumer class were making plans to help third
graders in an elementary school learn good daily
food habits. In a buzz group, tne'students Are
thinking of ideas fdr presenting the nutrition con-
cepts to the third graders. The technique they
finally selected waa a garniris5,simulation.

Much excitement wasgenerated and the s4u-
dents began the task of developing the game with
much enthusiasm. They spent several class
periods in the art room just making the cards for
the game Which woUld cover the concepts they
tlaci 'decided to include. They also.spent a great
deal of titne developing the rules for playing the
game. Ms:'David insisted that every piece of the
game be beautifully ddfite. After all, she didn't want
to take poor materials to another teacher's class.

finally, all thematerials were-prepared,*and plans
made for playing /the game with the elementary
class_

The third graders were excited to have all the
,/"new teachers" and to get to play a game. Two

high school students worked with each group of
four third graders in explaining the rules and serv-
ing as resource persons as the game was played

Afteiiebout ten minutes/ interest began to lag.
Soon some of the ,groups indicated that they
wanted to quit. The high school students gathered
all their materials together and went back to their,

.classroom. They were discouraged that after all
their work in preparing the game, it had been used
kr_such a short time.

3f
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,Case Study 46 In-Basket Technique
Mr. Ross, the business and office education

teaohei, received a packet,of in-basket siation
materials from a publishing company cilra trial
basis. Mr. Ross quickly looked through the mate-

--rtals and decided to use them the next day with a
class. Although Mr. Ross had never used the in-
basket technique before, he had beard about it. hie
thought it would be easy enough to do if he 'read
through the directiohs as he presented the mate-.
rials to the students. .1

, At the beginning of class the next day, Mr. Ross
. read the directions to the students and handed out

34
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the.m-basket items. The students attempted to fol-
low his directions, but soon became confused.
They began to adk Mr. Ross questions which he
couldn't answer. Finally, in exasperation, he said,
"I don't think these are very goOd materials any-
way. Theyere just something-the company wants
to sell. They are too complicated, and I'm going to
send them back with the suggestion that they
make them simpler to use."

1,



Compare your completed written critiques of the Case Studies with the
Model Critiques given below Your responses need not exactly duplicate
the model responses, however, you should have covered the same major
points

MODEL CRITIQUES..
Case Study 1:

If Ms. Gordon really wanted to involve her stu-
dents aslhey learned about interview techniques,
role- playin Would have been a better teChnique to
use. In a role -play, they could have acted out differ-
ent- interview situations

However, since she did select the simulation
case study technique, she could have conducted it
more effectively with her class Although Ms. Gor-
don may have had the performance objective in
mind, she neglected to explain it to the students
Ms. Gordon, in her attempt not to waste time, did
not set the stage for the case study technique The
students had no guidance in the procedures they
Were to folloW, nor the objectives they were to
attain. Therefore, as soon as they' had read the
story, they began to discuss it with those around

,them, instead of first writing out their solutions to
discuss later in a follow-up (if Ms Gordon intended
t have one).

dently, the students were interested in learn-
about intervie4 techniques since the talk

among themselves was on that subject Here was a
golden opportunity for Ms Gordon to have acted
as a resource person and aidedstuderits in achiev-
ing objectives, instead of getting angry and giving
a quiz as a/punishment

Case Study 2:
Mr. Gilmore seems to be a creative teacher who

used the resources available to involve students in
the teaching- learning process. They were involved
Iron, the planning stages through to the use of the
simulator. He gave them recognition when it was
due and involved them in teaching others Orienta-
tion was given and students were aided in small
groups. Then, they were encouraged to use, the
simulator for individual instruction Mr Gilmore
served as a rettrtirce person throughout, but still
gave the students opportunity for creativity

V

OW

Case Study 3:
The project with the third graders had a success-

ful beginning and could have ended just as well
with a bit more planning on Ms David's part. The
objectives seemed to be clear to the students and
they were involved in the project from trie4gin-
ning

The problem seemed to start when Ms. David
,insisted on perfect materials A vast amount of
time was spent on'their preparation Also, she evi-
dently did not prepare the students for the fact that
third graders have a much shorter interest span
than -older students. Thus, they would be in-
terested in working with any technique for only a
short period.

Involving the third graders in the preparation of
the materials would have been an excellent idea
Their interest probably could have been main-
tained for a longer time, and they could have
learned nutrition concepts in the process

Either a follow-up on the game was not planned,
or it was not carried out The lessoo_simply ended

-when thyoungster's got tired of,playingthegame
The reinforcement of concepts arid-tite-tummariA
nation of key ideas were overlooked in the learning:-
press

Case Study 4:
Mr Ross didn't give the in- basket simulation

materials a fair trial Neither was this approach fair
to the students in his clasp Since Mr Ross had
never used the in-basket technique before, he
needed to review the materials thoroughly, acrd
plan in detail the process of conducting the ex-
perience Of course, he colildn't orient the stu-
dents nor answer they' questions if he didn't un-
derstand it himself

The in-basket simulation technique can be a
stimulating teaching-learning tool It could have
been used successfully wit Mr Ross's students if

, he had taken time to study the packet of materials,
even at the expense of delaying the simulation
lesson_ He was not prepared to direct the instruc-
tion proposed in the packet Thus,.the instruqion
did not succeed. Blaming the failure on the n\ate-

3 u
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dabs and theitechnique could result in making the techniques he will use, but encouraging the
those students rakuctent`tq try it again as part of students to be wary of new techniques.
another class. CoriteqUently, he is not only limiting

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your complettd-critiques should have cave* the same major points as
the model oesponses, If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you

-made, review the material in the information sheet, Employing Simulation Techniques, pp. 6-10, or
check with your resource person necessary.

A
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Lear g Experience III

OVERVIEW

.

For simulated classroom situations, use or critique /describe the use of
role - playin techniques.

You may wish to -read the supplementary references, Clark and Starr,-
Optional Secondary School Teaching Methods, pp. 238-?42; Hamer, Learning and
..ActivitY I Teaching in the Secondary School, pp. 314-325; and/or Maier, Worn, and

Maier, The Role-Play Technique: A Handbook for Management and Lead-
erighip Practice.

NOTE: The next five activities involve role-playing with peers. If peers are
not available to you, proceed directly to the explanation of the alternate
activity which folloWs.

You will be selecting a student performance objective in your occupational
specialty that lends itself to using a role-playing activity to aid students in
achieVIng the objective.

You will be planning the role -ptity activity to aid students in achieving the
selected objective, using the Role-Playing Guide, pi 40.

I
r-

You will be locating existing role-playing materials, or developing your
own.

I

3
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Alternate
%Activity

You will be conducting the role-playing activity with a group of peers.*

Your competencycompetency in conducting a rote-playing acjivity will be evaluated by
your peers, using the Role-Playing Checklist, p0, 43-51,

4.

`Ig-
You will be reading the Case Studies, pp. 53-54, and (1) writing a critique of
the performance of the first teacher described' and (2) completing the
second case study to provide an example of the correct procedufe.

*r
a

You will be evaluating your competency in responding.to the Case Studies,
by comparing your completed responses with the Model Responses, p. 55.

4
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For further information on using role-playing activities in the
you may wish to read Clark and Starr, Secondary School Teach,
Methrtesidip. 238-242; Hoover, Learning and Teaching in the Secondary
School,pp. 314-325; and/or Maier, Solem, and Maier, The Role-Play Tech-
nique: A Handbook for Management and Le4dership Practice. Each of
these sources has applicability for both secondary, and post-secondary

Optional teaching; however, the Maier et al. tekt should prove especially valuable toActivity the post-secondary instructor. The text provides complete instructions for
a numbei9f situations involving problems and conflicts associated with
job supervision and employment conditions in general. The situations are
carefully.described anththe roles to be played are developed in detail.
Sample titles of the role-plays included are "The Frustrated Supervisor,"
"The Use of Office Phones," "The Problem of Overtime," "The Promotion
Interview."

Activity

NOTE: The next five activities involve role-playing with peers. If peers are
not available to you, turn to p. 53 for an explanation of the alternate activity.

rt.

Select a student performance objective in your occupational specialty 06.
Which could be achieved, at least partially, by conducting a role-playing
activity. (ln a real wand situation, you start with an objectiveand then select
the most appropriate materials and/or teaching methods. In this practice
situation, however, you need to select an objectivathatlends itself to Ong
a role-playing activity.)

V

1'

1I
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Activity

-----
Use the Role-Playing Planning di Jibe below, or a plarksug
resource person, to guide your planning of the role-play
member, however, that this plan covers only the role=playing
not a total lesson plan.

sted by your
activity. Re-
activity; it is

ROLE-PLAYING PLANNING GUIDE 4

,1. Student performance Objective(s)

2$ Concepts to be covered*as
A

b

S. Type of simulation to be employed

Roles to be portrayed:

b.

5. Meals and equipment needed:

a.

b.
S

k

6. Total time allocated No-. of studenti involved

7: Conducting the simulation-

a. Setting the .stage

b. Procedure

I

C. Follow: up
Of-

41
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Locate ting role-play materials (either commercially prepared, or ma-
4erials veloped by another teacher), or develop your own materials if
existirt aterials,are not appropriate for the objective you selected.

toi
In a simulated Classroom or laboratory situation, conduct the role-playing
activity with a group of.2-5 peers. These peers will serve two functions:(1)
they-will role-play the studentswith whom you are conducting the role-play
activity, and (2) they will evaluate your performance.

a*

Multiple copies of the Role-Playing Checklist are provided in this learning
exterience. Give a copy -to each peer before conducting the role-play
activity in order to ensure that each knows what to look for in your perfor-
mance. Howe r, indica%) that during the role-play activity, all attention. is
1 be dire ward the activity, and that the checklists are to be com-
pleted aft ctivitf$ finished.

9
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R614* -PLAYING CHECKLIST

Direct Pla Ce an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, piece an X in the N/A box.

Name

bow

Aseource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In conductihg the role-playing activity, the teacher: "lb

through the role-playing activity 6 Et cl1. explained the student performance objective(s) to be achieved

2. provided a role-playing situation suited to your needs, ihterests, and
abilities q4 ' 0 Q.

3. oriented.you tcf the role-playing situation
I

4. selected volunteers to beftpir Aators or participants in the role-
playing activity , ''S it . 4 El 0 :c1

5: -served as resource persOn throughout the role-playing activity .

6. directed the role - playing activity towEilt a positive conclusion, leav-
ing you with a feeling thatresituatiorreallise solved .. ......

7. terminated the role- playing activity after students net tiO to por-
tray their positionand while interest was §till.high El 0

El1:8. oriented observeis to their function during tht role-playing activity

playing activity
9. involved you in a follow-up discussion t the close of the -role- El 0

. o
10. reinforced the major concepts of the role7playing activity during the Elfollow -up 6

LEVEMEYERFORPANCE: All items must receitt FULL, or N/A responses. If any item r,eceivds a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should Fin ee t to determine what additional activities
the teaCher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)

I
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fICILE71iLAYING CHECKLIST

1

Directions: Plebe ari X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accorpplished. If, beicause of special cir-
curnstar)ces,a performance component was noapplicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Dees

Resource Person

LEVEL-OF PERFORMANCE

41r ,as 444

In conducting the role-playing activity, the teacher:

through the role-playing activity [:L1. eAllained the student performance objective(s) to be achieved

abilities
2. provided a role-playing situation suited to your needs, interests, and

El
3. oriented you to the role:playing situation .. -El
4. selected volunteers to be the actors or participants in the role-

El. El. El Elplaying_activity

5. served as resource person throughout the role-playing activity

ing you with a feeling that the situation can be solved ..... El6. directed the role-playing activity toward a positive conclusion, Way-
El El

El El
7. terminated the role-playing activity after students had time to por-

tray their poSition and while interest was still high . , . , El
8. oriented observers to their function during the role-playing activity El
9. involVed you in a follow-up discussion at the close of the role-

playing activity .. ......

10. reinforced the major concepts of the role-playing activity during the
El'follow-up

4

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items mu receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
/PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

4 tJ
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ROLE' - PLAYING CHECKLIST

. ,

Directions: Place an X, in the-NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that Nwn
each of the f011dwing performance componentt was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir- Det
c ces, a performance component was not appliCable, or impossible
to litecute,-place an X in the N/A box. Resourcd Person

te

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In conducting the role-playing activity, the .teacher:
1. explained the student performance objective(s) to be achieved

1:through the rolk-playing activity

2. provided a role-playing situation suited to your needs, imtgrests, and
abilities El CI

a. oriented you to the role-playing situation El
4. selected volunteers to be the actors or participants in the role-

playing activity .. El
5: served as resource person throughout the role-playing activity DEED

6. directed the role-playing activity toward a positive conclusion, leav-
ing you with a feeling that the situation can be solved

. El El El
7. terminated the role-playing activity after students had time to por- adoo'tray their position and while interest was still high

8.1 oriented observe rs to their function durin4 the role-playing activity rj D
9. involved you in a follow-up discussion at the close of the role-

playing activity . Doi]
10. reinforced the major concepts of the role-playing activity during the

follow-up

1LEVE4 OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet todetermine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)

47 .
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ROLE -PLAYING CHECKLIST
,4

Directions: PI an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that "`"
each of the lowing performance components Was not accomrSiiished,
partially accdmplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cis- De Is

curnstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource %non

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

1I
441. .#' rt. 44''

In conducting the role-playing activity, the teacher: ,
1. explained the student performance objective(s) to be achieved 0 0 0.0through the role-playing activity r

2. provided a role-playing situation suited to your needs, interests, andE OD Elabilities ........... ..

3. oriented you to the role-playing situation . .. EID
4. selethed volunteers to be the actors or participants in the role-

playing activity ... .. .... .. . . ..... . .. . . . ....
.

5. served as resource person throughout the role-playing activity .

6. directed the role-playing activity toward a positive conclusion, leav-
rfl.ing you with a feeling that the situation can be solved .. .

7. terminated the role - playing activity after students had time to por- 0 DO Eltray their position and while interest was still high

8. oriented observers to their function during the role-playing activity 0
94 involved you in a follow -up discussion at the close of the role- 0 1=1.playing activity . T i

-..

,10. reinforced the major concepts of the role-playing activity during the
follow-up .. . . . . . .

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/Krespon any item receives a NO, or
P/tRTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

50
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ROLE -PLAYING CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or
each of the following performance compone
partially accomplished, or fully accomplis
cumstances, a performance component was n
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

ULL box to indicate that "line
s was not accomplished,
If, because of special cir- Date

t applicable, or impossible

In-condOcting the role-playing activity, the teacher:
1. explained the student performance objective(s) to be achieved

through the role-playing activity t.

2. provided a role-playing situation suited to your needs, interests, and
abilities

3. oriented you to the role-playing situation .

4, selected volunteers to be the actors or participants in the role-
playing activity

5. served as resource person throughout the role-playing activity

6. directed the role-playing activity toward a positive conclusion, leav-
ing you with a feeling that the situation can be solved .

7. terminated the role-playing activity after students had time to por-
tray their position and while interest was still high .

8. oriented observers to their function during the role-playing activity

9. involved You in a 'follow-up discussion at the close of the role-
playing activity ... . .

10. reinforced the major conceptsof the role-playing activity during the
follow-up ,.. . . . .

Resource Person

LEVEL. OF PERFORMANCE

44

1=1.1=1

CI CI U
CI -CI a El

El E] 'CI
f=1 EI -CI

0
E31E1

Ei El El 0
0 El El 0

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULkiN1A responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should Meet to determine what additional activities
the. teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)
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Alternate*

'%Activity

ro

ti

, a'
In the followi Case Studies, tlyLfirst describes how one vocational
teacher plann and conducted r- playing activities With her students.
The second provides an open-ended description of another teacher's use
of the technique. Read the case studies, and respond in writing to the
questions following each case study.

CASE STUDIES
-dase Study 1: -

As a student teacher in homemaking and don-
sumer education, Ms. Lloyd had been Ong a
problem stimulating students' interest and getting

.them involved in a unit on family relations. When
she discussed this concern with the supervising
teacher, he suggested the use of the role-playing
technique.

Ms. Lloyd assumed that all of her problems were
over. She decified to conduct an hour-long role-
playing session for her class the next day instead
of using her original lesson plan.

At the beginning of class, Ms. Lloyd said, "Class,
we're going to role-play a faTily situation today to
make our lesson more interesting. I know you are

V going to like it. Jane, you play the Mother. Joe, you
be the Father. Betty_aill, and Sue, you be the kids.
Now, pretend you are all discussing ,what hours

you kids have 1-be in at night. Go ahead and
role -p'ay. Then, e'lltalk about what you did."

The students went through the motions of act-
ing out the situation for about ten minutes. Then
they seemed to run out of anything te say. They
began to laugh and cut-up. The remainder of the
student* were talking, reading comic books, etc.,
while the role-playing was going on.

Ms. Lloyd was discouraged that the technique'
suggested by the supervising teacher Proved to be
such a disaster in her classroom. Role-playing just
must not be a good techniqtie 'for her class.

What suggestions could you give Ms. Lloyd for the,
use of role-playing?

. .
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-Case Stud 2:
41k

Mr, Eato , fqod service instructor, wanWo
involve students. in some experiences that
would help prepare them for some of the real
world situations involving human relations they
would undoubtedly encounter. As he was prepar-.
ing his lesson plan, he decided that)role-playint
would be agood -technique to uSe to aid students
in meetirig..tpli obiectives.

Mr. Eaton carefully planned the use of the role-
playing technique with his students. He incorpo-

.. rated Unto the /otal lesson, allowing time at the

(

tr

. 1

*I

414

fif

beginning to properly set the stage, and at the end'
to have a follow-up discussion. ..

it)

Asseming that you are the writer of this case study,
and that you want the case study to represent a'
mode/ giorrect procediffe, ;Imply?a the descrip-,
tion of Mr. Eaton's activities in conducting the
role-play.

vs

- ;
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Compare your completed wr n now ses to the Case Studies with the
Model-Responses giver w.,Yor ers.need not exactly duplicate

' the model answer owevellou. have covered the same major
points. '

MODEL RESPONSES
Case(Study 1;t

. First all, Ms. Lloyd didn't Seem,to understand
the plan. implementing, and follow-up proce-
dures recjoired for role-playing. This became evi-
dent when she decided tolsubstifute an hour-long
role-playing session for her originallesson plan.
Instead, she should haVe revised her lesson plan to
Include the role - playing technique. Role-playing
should not continue for an hour unless there is
Coiriderable, interest, different students are used
to playlie.situation, or a variety of d ifferentsitua-
tions are used.

Ms. Lloyd neglected to set the stage for the
tole-plaing experience or to explain ttle purpose
and-procedures of the technique to the students.
She immediately assigned roles, insteakof asking
for volunteers. And, she proceeded wit E the role-
playing without giving the actors time to think
through the situation or briefing the observers on
their function.

The students didn't take the role-playing seri-
ously, probablobecause they did not understand
its purpose nor what they were to do. Finally, there
Was no follow-up discuSsion to clarify what had
been reamed. Thus, students left from a chaotic
situation without having met the objectives.

ft, $

4'

0

Case Study 2:
In conducting the role-playing activity accord-

ing to his careful)), made plans, Mr. Eaton-set the
stage by explaining the importance of human rela-
tions in the world of'work. He suggested students
practice some of the possible situations in which
they might be involved in the real,world. An expla-
nation of the role-playing technique aided in assur-
ing the studentS that it was a way of practicingthliir
responses without the priessu re that.often comes
from being in a real situation.

Mr. Eaton described an employer- employee
situation and volunteers were requested to portraL,
the roles. Selections were made 4ind the actorT
were given a few minutes to think through the
situation and in general, to plan their responses.
During their planning timed Mr. Eaton was explain-
ing6to the observers their function during the
nollhplaying activity. Mr. Eaton again reassured thd
actors to set them at ease, remind incythem, how-
ever, that this was a learning situation, not juste
un time.

With' a plans made, the role-playing pro7
ceeded til each player had made his or her posi-
tiordear. Then, the role-playing was terminated
while interest' was still high. Mr. Eaton moved di-
rectly into a follow-up discussion. This led to a
request.by the students to role -play other exberi-
ences in future classes.

Mr. Eaton was impressed with the seriousness
displayed by the students during the learnihg situ-
ation and. themature way they had responded to
the situations involved. He felt role -ling was an
excellent technique to give students experiences
before they reached the real world.

. -

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE .Your completed responses should have covered.the same major pointas
the model answers. If you missed some points& have questions about any additional points you made
review the material in the information sheet,,Employing Simulation Techniques, pp. 6-10, or check with
your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience IV
FINAL EXPERIENCE

In an, settle' whoa' situation; employ simulaitiqn techniques

I

As you plan your lessone,"decide when role-playinsnO at least one other
simulation technique lease studies, equipment simblation, gaming,'or
in-basket technique) could be used effectively toeid in meeting lie lesson
objeCtives. Based on those decks** employ sirnqejpn technkNes. This
will include

selecting, modifying, or developing lesson plans which include each .

of these simulation techniques
locating or developing the necessary simulation materials
presenting the lessons to the class

NOTE: Yotresource person may want you to submit-your written lesson
plans to him/her for evaluation before you present yOur lessons. It be
helpful for your resource person to use the'TPAF from MOW!) B-4

_Develop a Lesson Plap, to gulp his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to have your resource person observe your perfor-
manse in conducting a role- pjaying activity and in employing one other-
s elimlbtion technique,' ,!

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessmentforni, pp. 59-60.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument, your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in erploying
simulation techniqUes.

'For a deffnttion of "actual school situation," see the mode back cover
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' TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM,
Employ SimulatIonTechnikues (C -5) "..

41.

t it
vc

. Malone: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishmeint by placing
an X inthe appropriate WI under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, becaustiof special circumstaress, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible tugedute, place an X in the N/A box.

Nome

Date

Resource Person

y

C

4.

_.,

...

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In conducting dye role-playing activity, the teacher: .

, , .

1. explained the student performanCe objective(s) to be
achieved through the role-playing activity ...

2. provided a role-playing situation suited to the needs,
Elre rliintests, and abilities of the students .

'3. oriented students to the role-playing situation 1:-
4. selected volunteers to be the actors or participants in the

role- playing activity . ... ...... .. ..... . . . 1=1 .[=1,0
6. directed the role-playing Activity toward a I3ositive con-

clusion, leaving students with a feeling that the situation n 0
can be solved . . . .

e '
M.

7. terminated the role-playing _activity,after students had
time to portray their position and white interest was *ill. ca
high .

8. oriented observer§ to their function during the role-
-playing activity

9. involved students in a follow-up discussion at theiclose
of the rake-playing activity

10. reinforced the major concepts of the role-playing activity
during the follow-up

t
,, )
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In conduct) the other simulation experience(s), the
teacher:
11. explalned the student performance obiective(s) to be

achieved through the simulation expenerjpe .

1
12. developed a situation representative of an

aspect of real

13. oriented students to the simulation experience . 0 it
14. ciarifipd the students' roles or involvement in the simula-

tion activity . . . . . .. . . ,

15.. provided a simulation experience suited to the students'
needs, interests, and abilities . ... .

I .

experience a16. served as a resource person Throughout the simulation 1=1 i n D. 0 i
17, provided materials forghe simulation to aid students in

meeting the objectives . ..., 1:1
..

18. involved students in a follow-up discussion and evalua-
tion at the close of the simulation dxpenence,...- . . . {a-ci CD

19. reinforcechthe major concepts involved in the 0simulabon
Elexpeiience during the follow-up . . . .

,,.. . kl
rd

LEVEL OF PEAFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determihp
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak
area(s).

s-
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ABOUT USiNv*Q.;THE CENTER'S PBTE,
MODULES

11*

Organization n
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ir4succesS. A module is made up of a series of learnmg
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing pjactice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions Completing these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminalobjec-
tive in the final learning experience. The fnatexpenence
in each module always requires you to derhonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Mockillps are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pais-
sess. SimIlarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking arir
module, you should arefully review (1) the Introduction
(2) the Objectives Ii ed on p 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learn, experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience After corn ring your present needs and.coln
potencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions

that you do not have ale competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that yCPC., are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that Ithose) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning eopellence, in
order to 'test out
that the module is inappropriate to-your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If
you do not complete, he final experience successfully,
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat/he experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous'
sections of the module or other related ally/ales
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
m'ance required to meet an objective. you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency, This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped. (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) deSigning your own learning experience, or
(6) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person

Terminology
Actual Sohool Situation . refe -s to a ,ey,tiation in
which you are actually working with, and respohsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school An intern, a student teacher, or an in-

rvice teacher wouliatA functioning in an actual school
""situation If yoU do not have access to an actual school

sittYstikin when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the 'final learning experience You
would then do the final learning experience later, I e ,
when you have access to an actual school sitoption

,Alternate Activity or eadback refers to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circvnistances, you are un-
able to complete
Occupational Specialty .- refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and eledpicIty)
Optiohal Activity or Feedlieck refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enricrthe required items in a learning experi-
ence
Resource Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor or cooperatingisOpervising
classroom teacher who is gilding you in taking this
module
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educationarinstitution
Vocational Service Area referfto a major vocational
field agricultural education, business andoffice educe-

. ton, distributive education healthioccupations educa-
tion., home economics education industrial arts edu-
catio'n, technical educationor trade and industrial edu-
cation
Yotior the Teacher
ing the module

refers to the person who is tak-

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None No attempt was made to-meet the criteriln,
although it as relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform it
Fair The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner
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Titles of The Center's
Performance-Based Teacher Education Modules

Weepy A: Program Planning Development. ante Evaluation

Ail Prepare for a Gen/ninny Surrey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 'Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Cori mrttee
A-8 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Cowl Occupational Analysis
A-8 a ree bf Study
A-9 Long-Range Program Plans
A-40 .5 Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 E You/ Vocational Program

inetructIonal Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students'
0-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unit of instruction
8-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
13-8 Prepare Teacher1.4.de Instructional Materials

Category C: lisetructIonal Execution
C-1 Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Dicusbons, Panel Discuspons, and

Symposiums
C-3 Employ Brainstorming. Buzz Group. and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Studeni rn InstructingOther Students
C-5 Employ Simulation TechniqUes
0-8 Guide Student Study...
C-7 Direct Student Labolltory Expenence
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-SOlving Techniques
C-9 Employ the Protect MeV
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 Ernie Reintomernent Techniques
C-14 Provide restruction for Slower and More Capabikteamens
C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk -
C-18 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C. Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boyd. and Exhibits
C-22 Present Infdmittion with Models, Real Objects, and flannel

. Boards
Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
Information with Filmstrips and Slides

C- Information with Films
C-28 Present Information with Audio Recordings
C 27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard skip Chart
Category D: Inetruellonal Evaluation
D-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
D-2 Assess Student Performance Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes -
0-4 Assess Student Perk:inflame Skills
D-5 Determine Student Grades
0-8 Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: Menu:lone Managernent
E-1 Project instructional Repource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E -5
E-6
E -7
E-6
E -9

Provide for Student Safety
Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
Organize the Vocational Laboratory
Manage the VOcational Laboratory

Categora: Diadem
F-1 Gather Student Data being Formal DataCollection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Kelp Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educaborial and Career Opportvitiee
F-5; Assist Studentsin Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category G: School-Community Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Community RelatiOns Plan for YourAocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your VoCational Prograin
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program 4
G-5 Prepare News Relents and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-8 Arrange fdr Television and Radio Presentation Concerning Your

Vocatibnal Program -

G-7 , Conduct an Openpouse
G-8 Work with Mortars of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Edullikors
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Midget Vocations! &reanimation
s, Develop &ersonal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
14-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
h4-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in DerIciping

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
14-5 Supervise Activitied of the Student Vocational Organization
H-4 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organizstioneontests
Category 1: Proiessional Role and Development
1-1 Keep Ut-to-Oste Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession

.1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Sen. the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
143 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers

. 1-7 Plan this Student Teaching Experience
1-,8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coonlination of Cooperative Education,
.1-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Gooperetlys VOcational Program
J-2 Menage the Attendance, Transfers, and terminations of Co-OP

Students
.1-8 Enroll Students in Your Lo-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program
.1-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-8 Develop the.Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
.1-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students On-the-Job Performance
.1-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer -Employee Appreciation Event

IttLATILD PUSUCATIOSS
Student (}mole ri Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
Resource Person GuidAo Using Performance -Band Teacher

Education Materiels
Colds to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

For Information regarding av
Ils

bNlt ..rid prigs of those Materlide contact

AAVIIII
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center University of Georgia Athens, Georgia 30002 (404) 542-2580
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